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The Choice for the Nation’s Largest Districts
For today’s large urban district, the prospect
of migrating to a new student information
system can be challenging. However, Pearson
has the experience and manpower necessary
to undertake such a massive project.

Raising the Bar

Formerly known as Chancery SMS, PowerSchool SMS is the only
student information system specifically focused on the needs
of large districts; with an unparalleled number of successful
large implementations, PowerSchool SMS is the clear choice for
today’s large district.

The cTools customization toolset provides virtually unlimited
customization capabilities that allow PowerSchool SMS to
adapt to the unique needs of each customer. cTools enables
the addition of an unlimited number of database tables, fields,
and custom database processing to the database as well as an
unlimited number of custom pages, panels, and fields to the
user-interface. Custom business rules and logic are also
available, all with limited programming effort.

While PowerSchool SMS includes all critical elements expected
from any SIS, PowerSchool SMS raises the bar by including a
number of components not available in other systems.

cTools

PowerTeacher™ Grade Book
The PowerTeacher Grade Book is a revolutionary web-based
grade book designed by teachers, for teachers. PowerTeacher
delivers the features and functionality of a traditional desktop
application from a web-based application that requires no
software installation. PowerTeacher simplifies the tasks teachers
perform daily by providing a central repository for creating and
posting assignments, entering grades, initiating student and
parent communication, and assessing student performance.

Our Design Philosophy
At Pearson, we understand that each customer has unique
needs and expectations. Our focus, experience, and unequaled
development resources provide a robust, flexible, and reliable
system that leverages some of the latest technologies in web
design. PowerSchool SMS delivers a rich and intuitive solution
that speeds end-user adoption while easing the support and
maintenance burden placed on IT staff. With eight generations
of customer-focused development, PowerSchool SMS is
a proven solution that continues to evolve to meet changing
SIS requirements.
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Advanced Reporting Toolkit

Academic Planner

Pearson’s Advanced Reporting Toolkit (ART) is a new datareporting framework designed to reduce the amount of
time required to define and validate data extracts. ART is a
powerful ETL tool designed specifically for the education space,
including the features necessary to manage today’s reporting
requirements such as the ability to run extracts by district or by
school, the ability to create and manage data snapshots, and the
ability to manage submission requirements, all while providing
significant performance improvements versus similar systems.

Academic Planner is a powerful tool that assists with ensuring
students complete all coursework required to graduate in the
most efficient manner possible. Academic Planner provides
robust control of graduation requirements, with unique course
grouping, sub-group, and credit assignment priority features.
Powerful plan versioning tools ensure graduation requirements
can evolve over time, and real-time on-screen analysis of student
coursework helps counselors keep students on track towards
graduation.

ParentCONNECTxp
ParentCONNECTxp is a flexible school-to-home portal
for parents and students that leverages an intuitive
design to transform the education collaboration process.
ParentCONNECTxp delivers assignments, grades, attendance,
discipline, health data, and more to parents and students
through a convenient and secure online portal.

Online Course Request System
The Course Request system works in conjunction with
PowerSchool SMS and ParentCONNECTxp to give students
the opportunity to request courses for the next school year.
With this new feature, parents can approve their child’s course
requests and view progress towards graduation. Teachers and
counselors are able to make course recommendations, which
can facilitate scheduling, and then school administrators and
counselors can make adjustments. Overall, manual data entry
is reduced and data quality is improved.

Program Management
Program Management provides the ability to manage all manner
of specialized programs, advise on student academic and social
activity options, manage program and school enrollment criteria,
and dynamically assess student eligibility, performance, and
participation requirements. Program Management transforms
what is typically a very manual, cumbersome, paper-based
process into a streamlined online process.

For more information about PowerSchool SMS, please visit our
website at www.PearsonSchoolSystems.com, call 877.873.1550,
or email us at pss_sales@pearson.com.
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